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Provides an essential treatment of the subject and
rigorous methods to solve all kinds of energy
engineering problems.
A fully comprehensive guide to thermal systems
designcovering fluid dynamics, thermodynamics,
heat transfer andthermodynamic power cycles
Bridging the gap between the fundamental concepts
of fluidmechanics, heat transfer and
thermodynamics, and the practicaldesign of thermofluids components and systems, this
textbookfocuses on the design of internal fluid flow
systems, coiled heatexchangers and performance
analysis of power plant systems. Thetopics are
arranged so that each builds upon the previous
chapterto convey to the reader that topics are not
stand-alone itemsduring the design process, and
that they all must come together toproduce a
successful design. Because the complete design or
modification of modern equipmentand systems
requires knowledge of current industry practices,
theauthors highlight the use of manufacturer’s
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are included throughout togive readers an
exhaustive illustration of the fundamental aspectsof
the design process. Key Features: Demonstrates
how industrial equipment and systems are
designed,covering the underlying theory and
practical application ofthermo-fluid system design
Practical rules-of-thumb are included in the text
as‘Practical Notes’ to underline their importance
incurrent practice and provide additional information
Includes an instructor’s manual hosted on
thebook’s companion website
Due to the rapid advances in computer technology,
intelligent computer software and multimedia have
become essential parts of engineering education.
Software integration with various media such as
graphics, sound, video and animation is providing
efficient tools for teaching and learning. A modern
textbook should contain both the basic theory and
principles, along with an updated pedagogy. Often
traditional engineering thermodynamics courses are
devoted only to analysis, with the expectation that
students will be introduced later to relevant design
considerations and concepts. Cycle analysis is
logically and traditionally the focus of applied
thermodynamics. Type and quantity are constrained,
however, by the computational efforts required. The
ability for students to approach realistic complexity is
limited. Even analyses based upon grossly simplified
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limited educational benefits. Computerised look-up
tables reduce computational labour somewhat, but
modelling cycles with many interactive loops can lie
well outside the limits of student and faculty time
budgets. The need for more design content in
thermodynamics books is well documented by
industry and educational oversight bodies such as
ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology). Today, thermodynamic systems and
cycles are fertile ground for engineering design. For
example, niches exist for innovative power
generation systems due to deregulation, cogeneration, unstable fuel costs and concern for
global warming. Professor Kenneth Forbus of the
computer science and education department at
Northwestern University has developed ideal
intelligent computer software for thermodynamic
students called CyclePad. CyclePad is a cognitive
engineering software. It creates a virtual laboratory
where students can efficiently learn the concepts of
thermodynamics, and allows systems to be analyzed
and designed in a simulated, interactive computer
aided design environment. The software guides
students through a design process and is able to
provide explanations for results and to coach
students in improving designs. Like a professor or
senior engineer, CyclePad knows the laws of
thermodynamics and how to apply them. If the user
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remind the user of essential principles or design
steps that may have been overlooked. If more help is
needed, the program can provide a documented,
case study that recounts how engineers have
resolved similar problems in real life situations.
CyclePad eliminates the tedium of learning to apply
thermodynamics, and relates what the user sees on
the computer screen to the design of actual systems.
This integrated, engineering textbook is the result of
fourteen semesters of CyclePad usage and
evaluation of a course designed to exploit the power
of the software, and to chart a path that truly
integrates the computer with education. The primary
aim is to give students a thorough grounding in both
the theory and practice of thermodynamics. The
coverage is compact without sacrificing necessary
theoretical rigor. Emphasis throughout is on the
applications of the theory to actual processes and
power cycles. This book will help educators in their
effort to enhance education through the effective use
of intelligent computer software and computer
assisted course work.
Building on the last edition, (dedicated to exploring
alternatives to coal- and oil-based energy conversion
methods and published more than ten years ago),
Thermodynamics and Heat Power, Eighth Edition
updates the status of existing direct energy
conversion methods as described in the previous
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energy conversion methods, this text focuses on the
fundamentals involved in thermodynamics, and
further explores concepts in the areas of ideal gas
flow, engine analysis, air conditioning, and heat
transfer. It examines energy, heat, and work in
relation to thermodynamics, and also explores the
properties of temperature and pressures. The book
emphasizes practical mechanical systems, and
incorporates problems at the end of the chapters to
advance the application of the material. What’s New
in the Eighth Edition: An emphasis on a systems
approach to problems More discussion of the types
of heat and of entropy Added explanations for
understanding pound mass and the mole Analysis of
steady flow gas processes, replacing the
compressible flow section The concept of paddle
work to illustrate how frictional effects can be
analyzed A clearer discussion of the psychrometric
chart and its usage in analyzing air conditioning
systems Updates of the status of direct energy
conversion systems A description of how the cooling
tower is utilized in high-rise buildings Practical
automotive engine analysis Expanded Brayton cycle
analysis including intercooling, reheat, and
regeneration and their effect on gas turbine
efficiency A description of fins and how they improve
heat transfer rates Added illustrative problems and
new homework problems Availability of a publisher’s
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materials Properties of the latest in commercial
refrigerants This text presents an understanding of
basic concepts on the subject of thermodynamics
and is a definitive resource for undergraduate
students in engineering programs, most specifically,
students studying engineering technology.
This book is intended for undergraduate students in
mechanical engineering. It covers the fundamentals
of applied thermodynamics, including heat transfer
and environmental control. A collection of more than
50 carefully tailored problems to promote greater
understanding of the subject, supported by relevant
property tables and diagrams are included along with
a solutions manual.
Profiting from low-grade heat represents the findings
of a Working Group of the Watt Committee on
Energy. It consists of authoritative contributions
which together argue that the technology already
exists for much greater use of waste ('low-grade')
heat during power generation and energy
conversion. Combined heat and power (CHP) is a
well known example but this book extends the field
of energy efficiency and conservation much further.
Topics covered range right through the engineering
process, from theoretical background, through many
of the engineering problems encountered and
potential solutions, to the economic aspects
including examples of commercially viable
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This book illustrates the basic concepts of
phenomenological thermodynamics and how to
move from theory to practice by considering
problems in the fields of thermodynamics and energysystems analysis. Many subjects are handled from
an energetics or exergetics angle: calorimeters,
evaporators, condensers, flow meters, sub or
supersonic nozzles, ejec
Written in an informal, first-person writing style that
makes abstract concepts easier to understand,
PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING
THERMODYNAMICS transforms the way students
learn thermodynamics. While continuing to provide
strong coverage of fundamental principles and
applications, the book asks students to explore how
changes in a particular parameter can change a
device's or process' performance. This approach
helps them develop a better understanding of how to
apply thermodynamics in their future careers and a
stronger intuitive feel for how the different
components of thermodynamics are interrelated.
Throughout the book, students are encouraged to
develop computer-based models of devices,
processes, and cycles and to take advantage of the
speed of Internet-based programs and computer
apps to find thermodynamic data, just as practicing
engineers do. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
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version.
This book presents learners with the fundamental concepts of
thermodynamics and their practical application to heat power,
heat transfer, and heating and air conditioning. It addresses
real-world problems in engineering and design - rather than
focusing on abstract mathematics. Chapter topics include the
thermodynamic system; work, heat, and reversibility;
conservation of mass and the first law of thermodynamics;
equations of state and calorimetry; availability and useful
work; the internal combustion engine and the Otto and Diesel
cycles; gas turbines, jet propulsion, and the Brayton cycle;
steam power generation and the Rankine cycle; refrigeration
and heat pumps; and much more. For use in engineering
technology programs.
The purpose of this study is to determine whether an
absorption-type power cycle using a mixture of ammonia and
water as the working fluid, in a system such as that illustrated
in Figure 1 of this Summary, would afford higher thermal
efficiencies than those obtainable from a comparable steam
power cycle, such as that shown in Figure 2. jg p.6.
Take some heat off the complexity of thermodynamics Does
the mere thought of thermodynamics make you sweat?
Itdoesn't have to! This hands-on guide helps you score your
highestin a thermodynamics course by offering easily
understood,plain-English explanations of how energy is used
in things likeautomobiles, airplanes, air conditioners, and
electric powerplants. Thermodynamics 101 — take a look at
some examples of bothnatural and man-made
thermodynamic systems and get a handle on howenergy can
be used to perform work Turn up the heat — discover how to
use the first andsecond laws of thermodynamics to determine
(and improve upon) theefficiency of machines Oh, behave —
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different situations, from ideal-gas laws to realgases Burn
with desire — find out everything you need to knowabout
conserving mass and energy in combustion processes Open
the book and find: The laws of thermodynamics Important
properties and their relationships The lowdown on solids,
liquids, and gases How work and heat go handin hand The
cycles that power thermodynamic processes Chemical
mixtures and reactions Ten pioneers in thermodynamics Realworld applications of thermodynamic laws and concepts
Learn to: Master the concepts and principles of
thermodynamics Develop the problem-solving skills used by
professionalengineers Ace your thermodynamics course
Thermofluids, while a relatively modern term, is applied to the
well-established field of thermal sciences, which is comprised
of various intertwined disciplines. Thus mass, momentum,
and heat transfer constitute the fundamentals of th- mofluids.
This book discusses thermofluids in the context of
thermodynamics, single- and two-phase flow, as well as heat
transfer associated with single- and two-phase flows.
Traditionally, the field of thermal sciences is taught in univerties by requiring students to study engineering
thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer, in that
order. In graduate school, these topics are discussed at more
advanced levels. In recent years, however, there have been
attempts to in- grate these topics through a unified approach.
This approach makes sense as thermal design of widely
varied systems ranging from hair dryers to semicond- tor
chips to jet engines to nuclear power plants is based on the
conservation eq- tions of mass, momentum, angular
momentum, energy, and the second law of thermodynamics.
While integrating these topics has recently gained popularity,
it is hardly a new approach. For example, Bird, Stewart, and
Lightfoot in Transport Phenomena, Rohsenow and Choi in
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Heat Transport, and Todreas and Kazimi in Nuclear Systems
have pursued a similar approach. These books, however,
have been designed for advanced graduate level courses.
More recently, undergraduate books using an - tegral
approach are appearing.

This book presents the diverse and rapidly expanding
field of Entropy Generation Minimization (EGM), the
method of thermodynamic optimization of real devices.
The underlying principles of the EGM method - also
referred to as "thermodynamic optimization,"
"thermodynamic design," and "finite time
thermodynamics" - are thoroughly discussed, and the
method's applications to real devices are clearly
illustrated. The EGM field has experienced tremendous
growth during the 1980s and 1990s. This book places
EGM's growth in perspective by reviewing both sides of
the field - engineering and physics. Special emphasis is
given to chronology and to the relationship between the
more recent work and the pioneering work that outlined
the method and the field. Entropy Generation
Minimization combines the fundamental principles of
thermodynamics, heat transfer, and fluid mechanics.
EGM applies these principles to the modeling and
optimization of real systems and processes that are
characterized by finite size and finite time constraints,
and are limited by heat and mass transfer and fluid flow
irreversibilities. Entropy Generation Minimization
provides a straightforward presentation of the principles
of the EGM method, and features examples that
elucidate concepts and identify recent EGM advances in
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optimization of storage by melting and solidification; heat
exchanger design; power from hot-dry-rock deposits; the
on & off operation of defrosting refrigerators and power
plants with fouled heat exchangers; the production of ice
and other solids; the maximization of power output in
simple power plant models with heat transfer
irreversibilities; the minimization of refrigerator power
input in simple models; and the optimal collection and
use of solar energy.
Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are intact,
Slight Shelfwear,may have the corners slightly dented,
may have slight color changes/slightly damaged spine.
Engineering Thermodynamics has been designed for
students of all branches of engineering specially
undergraduate students of Mechanical Engineering. The
book will also serve as reference manual for practising
engineers. The book has been written in simple
language and systematically develops the concepts and
principles essential for understanding the subject. The
text has been supplemented with solved numerical
problems, illustrations and question banks.The present
book has been divided in five parts:" Thermodynamic
Laws and Relations" Properties of Gases and Vapours"
Thermodynamics Cycles" Heat Transfer and Heat
Exchangers" Annexures
A concise course explaining new and original concepts
behind the laws of thermodynamics for provision of the
world's electricity from power generated by gas (usually
air) and steam. Written for senior university
undergraduate and graduate courses, but important also
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resources available for work throughout the world.
Professor Cole's original approach differs from the
traditional by demonstrating as its centrally important
theme the unity between gas and steam systems for
energy-work conversion. Modifications and
improvements of the thermodynamic cycles are shown
as immediate and direct consequences of the approach
to the cycles, treated in detail from this single viewpoint.
The book ends with a review of likely functions of
air/steam systems within a planned global energy
provision as we move towards the 21st century. Here are
provided explanations of new and important modern
concepts of engineering thermodynamics which are clear
and easy to understand. These qualities commend it, not
only as a didactic textbook for university study and
research, but also as one which will find its way into the
industrial sector as a reference source for engineers
dealing with thermodynamic problems, and those
needing to keep up-to-date with new technological
developments or wishing to explore new fields.
An introduction to thermal physics which combines both
a macroscopic and microscopic approach for each
method, giving a basis for further studies of the
properties of matter, whether from a thermodynamic or
statistical angle.
About the Book: This book presents a systematic
account of the concepts and principles of engineering
thermodynamics and the concepts and practices of
thermal engineering. The book covers basic course of
engineering thermodynamics and also deals with the
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meet the requirements of the undergraduate students of
engineering and technology undertaking the compulsory
course of engineering thermodynamics. The subject
matter is sufficient for the students of Mechanical
Engineering/Industrial-Production Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering, undertaking advanced
courses in the name of thermal engineering/heat
engineering/applied thermodynamics etc. Presentation of
the subject matter has been made in very simple and
understandable language. The book is written in SI
system of units and each chapter has been provided with
sufficient number of typical numerical problems of solved
and unsolved questions with answers. Contents:
Fundamental Concepts and Definitions Zeroth Law of
Thermodynamics First Law of Thermodynamics Second
Law of Thermodynamics Entropy Thermodynamic
Properties of Pure Substance Availability and General
Thermodynamic Relations Vapour Power Cycles Gas
Power Cycles Fuel and Combustion Boilers and Boiler
Calculations Steam Engine Nozzles Steam Turbines
Steam Condenser Reciprocating and Rotary
Compressor Introduction to Internal Combustion Engines
Introduction to Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Jet
Propulsion and Rocket Engines Multiple Answer type
Questions
This book covers the fundamentals of thermodynamics
required to understand electrical power generation
systems, honing in on the application of these principles
to nuclear reactor power systems. It includes all the
necessary information regarding the fundamental laws to
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specifically to the challenges of operating nuclear plants.
Beginning with definitions of thermodynamic variables
such as temperature, pressure and specific volume, the
book then explains the laws in detail, focusing on pivotal
concepts such as enthalpy and entropy, irreversibility,
availability, and Maxwell relations. Specific applications
of the fundamentals to Brayton and Rankine cycles for
power generation are considered in-depth, in support of
the book’s core goal- providing an examination of how
the thermodynamic principles are applied to the design,
operation and safety analysis of current and projected
reactor systems. Detailed appendices cover metric and
English system units and conversions, detailed steam
and gas tables, heat transfer properties, and nuclear
reactor system descriptions.
The ninth edition of Thermodynamics and Heat Power
contains a revised sequence of thermodynamics
concepts including physical properties, processes, and
energy systems, to enable the attainment of learning
outcomes by Engineering and Engineering Technology
students taking an introductory course in
thermodynamics. Built around an easily understandable
approach, this updated text focuses on thermodynamics
fundamentals, and explores renewable energy
generation, IC engines, power plants, HVAC, and
applied heat transfer. Energy, heat, and work are
examined in relation to thermodynamics cycles, and the
effects of fluid properties on system performance are
explained. Numerous step-by-step examples and
problems make this text ideal for undergraduate
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This new edition:
Introduces
physics-based
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mathematical formulations and examples in a way that
enables problem-solving. Contains extensive learning
features within each chapter, and basic computational
exercises for in-class and laboratory activities. Includes a
straightforward review of applicable calculus concepts.
Uses everyday examples to foster a better
understanding of thermal science and engineering
concepts. This book is suitable for undergraduate
students in engineering and engineering technology.
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